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High-efﬁciency rotation based energy harvesters require simultaneous scavenging of mechanical energy
and rotation-induced wasted thermal energy. A hybridized nanogenerator is reported that has an electromagnetic generator (EMG), a triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), and a thermoelectric generator
(ThEG) for simultaneously harvesting mechanical and thermal energies in one process. As driven by the
relative rotation motions between two disks, all of the EMG, TENG and ThEG can deliver outputs due to
the cooperative operation of electromagnetic, triboelectric, and thermoelectric effects. With increasing
the working time of the hybridized nanogenerator, the output power of EMG can be kept in a stable
value, and an obvious increase can be seen for the output power of ThEG, while the output power of
TENG exhibited a dramatic decrease. By using the power management circuits, all of the EMG, TENG, and
ThEG devices can deliver a constant output voltage of 5 V, where the hybridized nanogenerator can
produce a pulsed output current peak of about 160 mA. Moreover, the hybridized nanogenerator has
been successfully installed in a commercial bicycle to scavenge biomechanical energy for lighting up
globe lights and charging up a cell phone.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Due to the challenges of energy crisis and environmental issues, more and more efforts have been impelled in looking for
renewable energies in the environment to realize sustainable development of modern society [1–3]. As one of the most commonly
available energies, mechanical energy has been successfully converted into electricity by some energy harvesting devices, such as
electromagnetic generators (EMGs) [4,5], piezoelectric nanogenerators [6–8], and triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) [9–11].
Among them, TENGs have several obvious advantages of light
weight, low cost, and high output power [12–16], which can be
utilized to scavenge almost all forms of mechanical energies,
where the rotation motions can result in the largest output power
of the TENG due to high frequencies [17]. Previous investigation
has indicated that a large energy loss exists in the TENG due to the
friction induced heat dissipation [18], where the triboelectric effect-induced waste thermal energy can be dramatically increased
n
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in the TENG with increasing the working time of the device,
especially for the high-speed rotation based TENGs. The using of a
thermoelectric generator (ThEG) to scavenge the waste thermal
energy is an ideal solution to minimize the energy loss in the
TENG. Although the EMG has been integrated in the rotation based
TENG to increase the total output power of the device [14,19],
there has been no any report about the efﬁcient integration of
TENG and ThEG.
Here, we have developed a hybridized nanogenerator that can
simultaneously scavenge mechanical and thermal energies due to
the cooperative operation of electromagnetic, triboelectric, and
thermoelectric effects. Both the EMG and TENG can deliver output
voltage/current signals under the relative rotation motions between two disks. Moreover, the triboelectric effect-induced waste
thermal energy can be scavenged by using a ThEG. By using the
power management circuits, all the EMG, TENG, and ThEG devices
can deliver a constant DC output voltage of 5 V, where the output
current peak of the hybridized nanogenerator can be up to about
160 mA. Moreover, we also demonstrated that the fabricated hybridized nanogenerator can be installed in a commercial bicycle
for scavenging the human motions induced biomechanical energy
to drive some electronic devices or charge a cell phone.
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produced temperature difference between the two sides of the
ThEG can drive the working of the ThEG.

2.1. Fabrication of the hybridized nanogenerator
The fabricated hybridized nanogenerator includes an EMG, a
TENG and a ThEG. The EMG consists of eight magnets (the diameter of 25 mm and the thickness of 1.8 mm for each one) and the
corresponding eight coils (the diameter of 25 mm, the thickness of
1.2 mm, and the coil turns of about 2000), where the eight magnets with a magnetic alternating means have been set in a circular
acrylic disk. The TENG includes a layer of radial-arrayed Cu strips
as a triboelectric material, a layer of polyamide ﬁlm (the diameter
of 14.5 cm, the thickness of 50 mm) as another triboelectric material, and two sets of complementary radial-arrayed Cu electrodes, where a layer of protection layer was utilized to prevent the
oxidation of Cu electrodes. The polyamide ﬁlm was ﬁxed on the
protection layer. The relative rotation motions between the Cu
strips and the polyamide ﬁlm can drive the working of the TENG,
resulting in the observed output voltage/current signals. The ThEG
is composed of eight thermoelectric units with the dimensions of
4 cm  4 cm  0.4 cm with the connection in series. When the
TENG is working, the triboelectric effect-induced thermal energy
can increase the temperature for one side of ThEG, where the

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1(a) presents a schematic diagram of the fabricated hybridized nanogenerator, where the device consists of a rotator and
a stator. The EMG consists of eight magnets (layer 1) with the
magnetic poles in alternating arrangement in an acrylic disk and
eight groups of coils (layer 5) in series connection at the corresponding positions of the magnets. The TENG consists of the radially-arrayed sectors (layers 2 and 4) and the triboelectric material (polyamide ﬁlm) at the middle section (layer 3), where the
layer 3 was ﬁxed on the layer 4. The ThEG is ﬁxed in the stator
(layer 6) to scavenge the waste thermal energy. Fig. 1(b) shows six
optical images of the layers 1–6, indicating that the diameter of the
EMG and TENG is about 14.5 cm. As displayed in Fig. 1(c), the
photograph of the hybridized nanogenerator illustrates that the
hybridized nanogenerator can work under relative rotation motions between the rotator and the stator.
Fig. 2(a) displays the electricity generation process of the EMG
under the relative rotation motions between the rotator and the

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the fabricated hybridized nanogenerator. (b) Photographs of the hybridized nanogenerator with the different layers. (c) Photograph of the
hybridized nanogenerator.
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram of the working principle for the EMG under the relative rotation between the magnets and the coils. (b) Schematic diagram of the working
principle for the TENG under the relative rotation between the Cu strips and the polyamide ﬁlm. (c) Schematic diagram of the working principle for the ThEG.

stator. The output voltage/current signals of EMG can be observed
when the magnetic ﬂux through the coils changes under a relative
rotation motion between the magnets and the coils. Fig. 2
(b) illustrates the working process of the TENG. Under the relative
rotation motions between the Cu gratings on the rotator and the
polyamide ﬁlm on the stator, the electrons can be injected from
polyamide ﬁlm to Cu according to the different triboelectric polarities. At the initial status, the Cu grating-1 is at the top position of
the Cu electrode-1, resulting in that the negative and positive charges
can be created on the two Cu electrodes due to the electrostatic induction effect. When the Cu grating-1 was moved from the bottom
Cu electrode-1 to Cu electrode 2, the electrons can ﬂow from electrode 2 to electrode 1, resulting in the observed voltage/current
signals between the two electrodes. The working of the TENG is
based on the electrons ﬂow between the two electrodes due to the
relative motion-induced charge unbalance on the two Cu electrodes.
Fig. 2(c) illustrates the working principle of the ThEG. Under the
relative rotation motions between the rotator and the stator, the
temperature can increase at the interface of the TENG, resulting in a
temperature difference between the two sides of the ThEG. Both the
electrons and holes can be moved from the hot side to the cold side,
inducing an output voltage/current of the ThEG.
As depicted in Fig. 3(a), the EMG delivers an output current of
about 4.5 mA and an output voltage of about 26.5 V under the
rotation speed of 1000 r/min. Fig. 3(b) presents that the output
current and voltage of the TENG can be up to 3.6 mA and 58.7 V,
respectively. Fig. 3(c) displays that both the output current and
voltage of the ThEG can increase with increasing the working time

of the device, where the current and voltage can be up to 57.7 mA
and 1.2 V after the device is working in about 220 s, respectively.
Peaks of the output voltages are associated with the triboelectric
process between the rotator and the stator. To understand the
output characteristics of the different energy harvesting unit, the
impedances of the devices have been investigated by measuring
the output current signals under the different loading resistances.
Fig. 3(d) illustrates that the output current of the EMG decreases
with increasing the loading resistances, resulting in a largest
output power of about 26.5 mW under the loading resistance of
about 6 kΩ. As presented in Fig. 3(e), the output current of the
TENG exhibited an obvious decrease with increasing the loading
resistance, where the largest output power of the TENG is about
238.9 mW under a loading resistance of about 40 kΩ. Fig. 3
(f) displays that the output current of the ThEG increases with
increasing the working time of the device under a loading resistance of 30 Ω, where a largest output power of about 14.5 mW
can be realized after the device was working for 280 s To compare
output performances of the EMG and the TENG, the produced
electricity can be calculated by using the current data under the
condition of the largest output power. As illustrated in Fig. 3(g),
the produced electricity energy of the EMG is about 0.2 mJ in
15 ms, which is much smaller than that of the TENG (1.8 mJ) in
15 ms, as shown in Fig. 3(h). Fig. 3(i) shows the temperature difference at the two sides of the ThEG when the device is working,
indicating that the fabricated ThEG can be utilized to effectively
scavenge the waste thermal energy from the mechanical rotation
motions.
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Fig. 3. (a, b, c) Output current and voltage signals of the EMG (a), TENG (b), and ThEG (c). The rotation speed is 1000 r/m. (d, e, f) Output current and the corresponding
power signals of the EMG (d), TENG (e), and ThEG (f). The current curve of ThEG was measured under a loading resistance of 30 Ω. (g, h) The enlarged output current and the
produced electric energy of the EMG (g) and TENG (h). (i) The temperature changing curves at the two sides of the ThEG.

Fig. 4(a) illustrates the output voltage and current of the EMG
under the different rotation rates, indicating that both the output
voltage and current of the EMG increase with increasing the rotation rates. Under the rotation speed of 3000 r/min, the output
voltage and current of the EMG can be up to 72.9 V and 11.4 mA,
respectively. For the TENG, the output current increases with increasing the rotation rates, while the output voltage under a
loading resistance of 1 MΩ decreases with increasing the rates, as
presented in Fig. 4(b). As shown in Fig. 4(c), the power of the EMG
also increases with increasing the rotation rates, where it can be
up to 187.9 mW under the rotation speed of 3000 r/min. The impendence of the EMG keeps at a constant value of 6 kΩ under the
different rotation rates. With increasing the rotation rate to
3000 r/min, the power of the TENG can be increased to 572.1 mW,
while the corresponding impendence of the TENG decreases with
increasing the rotation rates, as depicted in Fig. 4(d). Under a rotation speed of 3000 r/min, the impendence of the TENG is about
8 kΩ, which is very close to that of the EMG (6 kΩ), indicating that
the impendence matching for the TENG and EMG can be achieved

by increasing the rotation rates.
As displayed in Fig. 4(e), under a rotation rate of 3000 r/min,
the output current of the EMG with the loading resistance of 6 kΩ
exhibits a constant value of about 2.1 mA with increasing the
working time of the device, resulting in a constant power of about
26.5 mW. However, a dramatic decrease for the output current and
power of the TENG under a loading resistance of 40 kΩ can be
clearly seen in Fig. 4(f). After the TENG was working for 180 s, the
corresponding output power has been decreased from 224.4 mW
to 47.9 mW. To compare the output performances of the three
energy harvesting units further, the average output power Paverage
of the device can be expressed as
t

Paverage =

∫t 2 I 2⋅Rdt
1

t2 − t1

(1)

where I is the output current of the device under the loading resistance of R, t1 and t2 are the selected times of the calculation. For
the EMG, the corresponding average output power Paverage is about
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Fig. 4. (a, b) Output current and voltage signals of the EMG (a) and TENG (b) under the different rotation speeds. (c, d) Output powers and the corresponding impedances of
the EMG (c) and TENG (d) under the different rotation speeds. (e, f) Output currents and the corresponding powers of the EMG (e) and TENG (f) with increasing the working
time. The loading resistances of the EMG and the TENG are 6 kΩ and 40 kΩ, respectively. (g, h) Calculated average powers of the EMG (g) and TENG (h) under the different
working time. (j) Output powers of the ThEG under the different working time.

15 mW, as illustrated in Fig. 4(g). As shown in Fig. 4(h), the corresponding average output power Paverage of TENG was decreased
from 92.2 mW to 27.2 mW with increasing the working time from
0 s to 120 s, where the time difference for the t1 and t2 is 15 ms for
this calculation. Fig. 4(j) depicts the output powers of the ThEG
under the different working times, showing a clear increase from
0 mW to 12.8 mW in 120 s.
In the fabricated hybridized nanogenerator, both the EMG and
TENG have the AC output signals, while the ThEG has the DC
output. To realize that the produced energy can be utilized to directly power some electronic devices or charge a Li-ion battery, all
of the output voltages for the EMG, TENG, and ThEG should be
same, so that the output current can be enhanced for the hybridized nanogenerator. By using a power management circuit, the
output current peak of the EMG can be up to about 162 mA, while
the output voltage exhibits a constant DC value of 5 V after 0.4 s, as
displayed in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows that the output current peak
of the TENG is about 157 mA by using this power management
circuit, and the output voltage can be up to 5 V after 0.3 s. Under
the same time, the TENG has more output current peaks than that
of the EMG, indicating that the TENG can produce more electricity
energy than that of the EMG, which is also consistent with the
results in Fig. 3. By using another DClow DChigh power

management circuit, the output voltage of the ThEG can be up to
5 V in 7.3 s, and the output current of the ThEG after the circuit is
about 3 mA when the device was working in 180 s, as depicted in
Fig. 5(c). The output voltage of the hybridized nanogenerator can
reach 5 V in 0.2 s by integrating the EMG, TENG and ThEG in
parallel connections after using the three power management
circuits, as displayed in Fig. 5(d). Although the output current peak
of the hybridized nanogenerator is still about 160 mA, much more
current peaks can be observed in the same time interval than that
of the EMG or TENG, as illustrated in Fig. 5(e). Fig. 5(f) displays that
the total output current of the hybridized nanogenerator can be up
to 208 mA when no power management circuit for ThEG was used,
where the number decrease of the output current peaks is due to
the output power decrease of the TENG after it was working in
several tens of seconds.
To demonstrate the capability of the hybridized nanogenerator
as a practical power source for simultaneously scavenging mechanical and thermal energies, the hybridized nanogenerator has
been installed in a commercial bicycle. As displayed in Fig. 6(a),
the relative rotation motions of two disks can drive the working of
the hybridized nanogenerator. As illustrated in Fig. 6(b), the produced energies can be utilized to directly power three globe lights
by using the EMG, TENG, and ThEG, respectively. The TENG can
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Fig. 5. (a, b, c) Output current and voltage signals of the EMG (a), TENG (b), and ThEG (c) after using the corresponding three power management circuits. (d, e) Output
voltage (d) and current (e) signals of the hybridized nanogenerator after using these management circuits. (f) The output current signals of the hybridized nanogenerator
after it was working in several tens of seconds, where no management circuit was used for the ThEG.

easily power the globe light under the low rotation speeds, while
the EMG can light up the globe light under the relatively higher
rotation speeds, as presented in the movie ﬁle-1. The ThEG can
also power the globe light in a short time after both the EMG and
TENG are not working. The hybridized nanogenerator can be also
used to charge a cell phone when a person is riding the bicycle, as
demonstrated in Fig. 6(c) and the movie ﬁle-2. Moreover, a high
beam lamp can be also sustainably powered by the hybridized
nanogenerator in the bicycle, where the corresponding light
density can be up to 1243 lx, which is enough to provide the effective illumination for riding the bicycle at night, as illustrated in
Fig. 6(d) and the movie ﬁle-3. The demonstrated technology has
the potential applications for converting the waste biomechanical
energy and the rotation induced thermal energy produced by
human riding a bicycle into electricity for solving the power
source issues of some electronic devices in the smart bicycles.
As compared with the previous TENG technology, the invented
hybridized nanogenerator here has the following advantages:
(1) by converting the waste thermal energy in the working process
of TENG into electricity, more electric energy can be obtained.
(2) By integrating the EMG into the TENG, more electric energy can
be produced from the same rotation motions. (3) By hybridizing

three energy harvesting units into one device, the hybridized nanogenerator has a much larger output power than that of the individual energy harvesting devices. Among the EMG, TENG and
ThEG in the hybridized nanogenerator, the TENG has the largest
output power under the same rotation speeds, while its output
power can decrease with increasing the working time. In this
process, the output power of the EMG keeps a constant value, and
a dramatic increase for the output power of the ThEG can be
found. Moreover, by using the power management circuits, all of
the EMG, TENG and ThEG can deliver a constant DC output voltage
of 5 V, which can be utilized to directly power some electronic
devices that require a DC power source for maintaining the sustainable operation.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we have fabricated a hybridized nanogenerator
that consists of an EMG, a TENG, and a ThEG for simultaneously
scavenging mechanical and thermal energies. Both the EMG and
the TENG are utilized to harvest the mechanical energy by the
relative rotation motions between two disks, and the ThEG can be
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Fig. 6. (a) Photograph of the hybridized nanogenerator installed in a commercial bicycle. (b) Photographs of three globe lights that were directly lighted up by the EMG,
TENG and ThEG after using the management circuits, respectively. (c) Photograph of a cell phone that was charged by the hybridized nanogenerator in the bicycle.
(d) Photograph of a high beam lamp that can be powered by the hybridized nanogenerator when a person was riding the bicycle, where the corresponding illumination
intensity of the lamp is up to 1243 lx.

used to scavenge the triboelectric effect-induced waste thermal
energy. The three different energy harvesting units have the different output characteristics with increasing the working time (no
change for the EMG, a dramatic decrease for the TENG, an obvious
increase for the ThEG). By using the management circuits, the
hybridized nanogenerator can deliver a constant output voltage of
5 V and a pulsed output current peak of about 160 mA. We also
demonstrated that the fabricated hybridized nanogenerator can be
installed in a commercial bicycle to scavenge the waste biomechanical energy from a person riding the bicycle, which can
provide an ideal solution for the power source issues of some
electronic devices in the smart bicycles.
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